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.\ h s t r a c t. The Sokumvatn Area is representative of the 'cleeper' part of the

Caledonian orogenic belt in X. Xorway. The general structure is a synform \\·itlt
a

X- S axis (the Sokumvatn Synform); the Harefjell Gneissic Group, clioritic

to quartz-monzonitic in composition is surrounded on three sides by the Sokurn·

fjell :\Iarble Group, composed predominantly of saccharoidal marbles. Both

groups are heavily veined by granites.
An important slide zone occurs between the two main rock groups and

oth(·r slides occur within each group. The sliding is related to large scale m·er
folds on E.X.E.-\N.S.\V. axes which may be recognised in both groups. These
OYeriolcls haye been refoldecl in the Sokumvatn Synform so that they now hane

ne;Lrlv vertical plunges in its steep eastern limb.
:\linor structures associated with the two fold episodes differ in style. Those
in the gentle western limb of the Sokumvatn Synform belong mainly to the more
plastic first falding while those in the steep eastern limb are largely due to the

less plastic seconcl folding. The attitude of the second fold structures is variable
and dependent on the attitude of the structures on which they wcre super
imposed.
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The evidence from the metamorphic history and granite emplacement is
briefly discussed to emphasise the difference in age between the two fold epi
sodes. The first fdding was synchronous with the regional metamorphism
while the second folding occurred during a period of granite emplacement with

falling temperature.

Introduction

The Sokumvatn Area lies inside the Caledonian orogenic belt m
Norway well to the west of the zone of post-metamorphic thrusting
which has been recognised in the Sulitelma area dose to the Swedish
frontier (e.g. KAUTSKY 1953, see map, fig. 1). It is part of a much
larger area which is under study by a research group from University
College London. The geology of this larger area and its integration
into the Caledonides, will be presented at a later date: the present
paper is concerned mainly with the evidence for two periods of folding,
on different axes, at distinctly different times. Although cross folding
has been widely recognised in Norway (e.g. LANDMARK 1951), it has
not previously been analysed from a basis of large scale mapping.
The only previous work in the Sokumvatn Area has been on a
reconnaissance scale by the Norwegian Geological Survey (N. G. C.)
and especially by REKSTAD (1912, 1913). HoLMSEN (1932) has summa
rised the available information in the description accompanying th e
�.G.t;". l :250.000 map of Rana. The present mapping has been on
the scale of aerial photographs (approx. l :16.000) and locally on
larger scales.
The mapping was carried out between 1953 and 1955 and was
shared with K. J. Ackermann, B.Sc., who has kindly placed his results
at the writer's disposal for this paper. Ackermann has been chiefly
concerned with petrological study of the meta-sediments of the area
while the writer has dealt with the structural geology and with the
petrology of a meta-volcanic group (Ph. D. Thesis, 1958). The \vriter
is personally familiar with all the area except a portion of the south
eastern quadrant, where he has relied entirely on Ackermann's observ
ations. A preliminary account of the results contained in this paper
was presented in a lecture to the Geological Society of London in
May 1956.
The area is particularly suitable for the demonstration of double
falding for two main reasons. Firstly, there are present several con-
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trasting lithological types which allow ready determination of the geo
metry of the structures; and, secondly, the area is a locus of granite
veining and granitisation, a phase of which facilitates the separati011
of the fold episodes in time.
Two main rock groups are present and both are excellently exposecL
The Harefjell Gneissic Group, dioritic to quartz-monzonitic in compo
position, is surrounded on three sides by the Sokumfjell l\1arble
Group (Plate 1). The petrology of the Gneissic Group will be discussed
elsewhere, but it must be mentioned here that it is interpreted as a
series of pre-orogenic volcanic rocks, which has been folded, metamor
phosed and metasomatised to produce the present assemblage. Most
critical to this interpretation is the structural evidence which demon
strates that this is a layered series, interbanded with subordinate
meta-sediments, mainly marbles with impure quartzites. These marble
bands allow the recognition, in the Gneissic Group, of major overfolds
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analogous to those which are even more clearly shown in the Marble
Group by bands of pelitic schist with subordinate calcsilicate rocks.
It can be shown by reference to these fold structures that there is a
strong 'structural unconformity' between the Gneissic and Marble
groups, and a zone of sliding, the Staburfjell Slide Zone, is recognised
between them (fig. 2).
)lapping of the contrasting bands, in both groups, also allows
the determination of the 'sheet dip'1. Thus it is aften possible to
determine the attitude, and especially the plunge, of the major stnlc
tures, independently of the minor structures. Minor structures can
then be interpreted in relation to the known geometry of the major
folds and are not used to infer it.
The general nature of the structural problem is indicated by the
plots of linear structures (B diagram) and of poles to bedding and
bancling (ns diagram) in equal area projection (figs. 3a & b). The
area as a whole is emphatically not homo-axial. The available data
haw been examined by modem methods in smaller units (fig. 3) but
they are inadequate for full graphical statistical analysis.2 Smaller
units are less heterogeneous than the area as a whole, but only in the
western part of the area is there a dose approach to homo-axiality
(fig. 3f).
Such structural complexity could be due to a number of factors.
Basement interference (e.g. KvALE 1948) or igneous intrusion (e.g.
LYoxs 1955) could cause departures from a homo-axial pattern; but
in the Sokumvatn Area the relations can be interpreted in terms of
t\YO periods of falding (cf.
1
a

WHITE

and

]AHKS 1950, RAMSAY 1956).

l t is necessary to distinguish between the sheet dip, which is the dip of

lithological unit as a whole, and the average dip which can be determined

from statistical analysis of individual measurements taken in the field. \Vhere

minor folcling is present these will not be the same. The sheet dip is best deter

mined from the relationship between trend of the outcrops and variations in
topography. Jndividual measurements of the bedding within the lithological
units are also necessary to decide whether changes of trend are, in fact, due to
topographic effects or to real changes in strike.
2

Such data is much less easy to acquire in a region of basic igneous gneis

ses and marbles such as this than in pelitic schist terrains, and, in any case,
time \Yas limited. But in the writer's opinion the direct method of determining
the attitucle of major structures which was possible in this ground, is preferable
to graphical statistical analysis, since the structures analysed may not be related
to the major structures on which they are superimposecl.
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During the earlier period of folding, overfolds have been produced on
axes trending W.S.W.- E.N.E., in both the Gneissic and Marble
Groups. During the later period of folding, these have been refolded
on nearly N-S axes.
Both the ::\iarble and the Gneissic groups have been heavily veined
by granites, and there has been important granitisation in the Gneis
sic group. In some places these phenomena have obscured the tectonic
relations but they have also served to separate the two fold episodes
in time. The first folding took place during the main Regional Meta
morphism (amphibolite facies), while the second folding took place
during the subsequent granitisation under very different conditions,
when both the temperature and hydrostatic pressure were probably
much lower.
One major difficulty in the structural interpretation of the area
is the lack of any evidence of the original stratigraphic succession.
General comparison with other parts of Norway suggests that the rocks
are probably Ordovician, but there are no fossils, nor any sedimentary
structures, such as current or graded bedding, to indicate the original
order of superposition. This does not affect the determination of the
geometry of the major structures, or the recognition of double folding,
but it does make it difficult to assess the importance of the main
slides.
The Staburfjell Slide Zone

The contacts of the rocks of the Sokumvatn Area with the schist
groups to east and west are important slides, the discussion of which
is beyond the scope of this paper. However there has also been a great
deal of syn-metamorphic sliding within the area, the most important
of which has taken place in the Staburfjell Slide Zone between the
Gneissic and Marble groups (see map, fig. 2 and Plate 1).
The Staburfjell Slide Zone forms a distinctive lithological unit
generally with nearly parallel sides. The rocks within the slide zone
consist of a mixture of dioritic gneisses and meta-sedimentary schists in
variable, but often roughly equal, proportions. The gneisses are like those
of the Gneissic Group, and are regarded as meta-volcanic rocks, while
the schists are mainly pelitic with subordinate calcsilicate types and
rare marble bands. Thus there is a marked contrast with both the
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Marble and the Gneissic groups. The Marble Group consists of domi
nant marbles with subordinate meta-sedimentary bands: the Gneissic
Group consists of dominant meta-volcanic gneisses; narrow marble
and impure quartzite bands are present but, except in the southern
part of the area north of Staburfjell, pelitic and calc-silicate shists
are absent. It is tempting to suggest that the Slide Zone is a distinct
stratigraphic unit and that it may represent the original passage beds
between the Gneissic and Marble groups.
This lithological contrast makes the contact of the Slide Zone with
the Marble Group the most prominent line on the map in the whole
area. The contact with the main part of the Gneissic Group is also
easily recognised where it brings meta-sediments in the Slide Zone
against the rocks of the Gneissic Group or where it is marked by a
marble band in the Gneissic Group. Locally however, this contact is
mappable with less precision when dioritic gneisses occur on both sides,
as, for example, immediately north and south of Sokumvatn, where
there is also considerable post-tectonic granitisation to obscure the
tectonic relations.
The Slide Zone varies from a maximum thickness of the order of
400 metres to places where it has been completely eliminated by the
sliding between the Marble and Gneissic groups. Between Little
Sokumvatn and Urfjell on the eastern side of the Gneissic Group the
thickness is about 200 metres. On Urfjell this thickness may be
almost doubled where the Slide Zone makes a projection into the
Marble Group (the Urfjell 'bulge'). Between Urfjell and Staburfjell
the zone is about 300 metres thick but it thins north-westwards so
that it is only about 75 metres thick in Langvassa, and it disappears
altogether as a mappable belt between Storvatn and Samelvatn so
that the Marble and Gneissic groups are in direct juxtaposition on a
planar slide contact. East of Samelvatn it reappears and runs north
wards with a thickness of about 20 metres.
The contacts of the Slide Zone both with the Gneissic Group and
the Marble Group must be regarded as major slides since they cut
across the major structures in the two groups. The Gneissic Group
can be divided into three major units, the Harefjell Fold, the Bjørn
hatten Fold, and the area north of Staburfjell; each of these units
comes into contact with the Slide Zone. In the Marble Group, the
N ævervatn Schist which is over one and a half kilometres from the
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Slide Zone at Xavnløsvatn approaches to within one hundred and
fifty metres of it south of Staburfjell, despite the fact that the dip is
much gentler at the latter locality. Thus there is a thinning of about
ninety five per cent in the western limb of the Sokumfjell Fold, yet
the thickness of marble between the N ævervatn Schist and the
nearby dolomitic marble remains virtually the same south-east of
Staburfjell as at Navnløsvatn. It appears that the western limb of
the Sokumfjell Fold is not in reality thinned by attenuation to any
marked extent, but is progressively eliminated against the Stabur
fjell Slide Zone. This is particularly obvious on the map (Plate l)
in the area \V.S.\V. of Sandvatn, where a thick quartzite band strikes
into the Slide Zone and must be cut out against it, though the actual
·point of contact was not observed.
\Vithin the Slide Zone no constant succession can be recognised.
On Staburfjell the zone is divisible into three main units, but these
cannot be recognised elsewhere. Individual bands can be mapped
along the zone for only short distances, and no two traverses across
the zone give the same succession. Either meta-sedimentary or meta
volcanic rocks may lie on the contacts with both the Gneissic and the
::\Iarble groups and there is clear evidence that these relations are
tectonic.
�Iinor overfolds of similar style and attitude to those associated
with the major overfolds on E.N.E.- \V.S.W. axes in the Marble and
Gncissic Groups are frequent (fig. 7c). During the folding and sl iding
the more massive meta-volcanic gneisses have been disrupted to
'float' in the less competent pelitic schist. On a smaller scale a similar

phenomenon is shown by the calc-silicate bands in the pelitic schists.
Kumerous localities shmv fragments of calc-silicate rock scattered in
the homogeneous schists (fig. 7d and e), in a manner resembling
xenoliths in an igneous intrusion. The fragmentation is often irre
gular; but it does take place in directions parallel to the fold axes
and lineations. Such extreme deformation is confined to the Stabur
fjell Slide Zone. It is not present in either of the main rock groups
although both have suffered intense deformation with the production
of isoclinal overfolds.
Thus there is no doubt that the Staburfjell Slide Zone is a zone
of great differential movement. The concordance of the minor struc
tures in the zone \vith those in the overfolds outside it shows that
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the sliding took place in the same period of deformation as the over
falding. There are no cataclastic structures to indicate post-meta
morphic deformation and the fabrics show that crystallisation (in
the Amphibolite Facies) outlasted deformation. On the other hand
the relatively brittle behaviour of the calc-silicate bands suggests
that they were already metamorphosed at the time of the maximum
deformation. It follows that the sliding and overfolding were syn
metamorphic.
The actual amount of relative displacement between the Gneissic
Group and the Marble Group cannot be assessed because their strati
graphic relationship is unknown. It has been suggested above ho\v
ever that the Slide Zone may represent the original passage beds be
tween the two groups and therefore that they were originally in juxta
position. If so, the Slide Zone is clearly to be regarded primarily as
a zone of intense differential movement which has allowed dishar
monic falding to take place between the rock groups above and below it.
The Sokumvatn Synform

The Staburfjell Slide Zone provides an excellent horizon for the
recognition of the major structure of the area, marking as it does the
boundary between the two major rock groups. The sheet dip can aften
be determined and it indicates that the zone is disposed in a large
synformal structure
the Sokumvatn Synform
with a gentle
western limb and a steep eastern limb.
In the extreme north-east of the area, north of Lille Sokumvatn,
the Slide Zone is nearly vertical, but everywhere else it dips under
the Gneissic Group. On the eastern side of the Gneissic Group, from
Lille Sokumvatn to Staburfjell, the dip is steep in a westerly direction.
This is best seen on the map from the change in trend of the outcrop
caused by the deep topographic depression in which Sokumvatn Iies.
On the western side of the Gneissic Group, from Sundsfjord to Stabur
fjell, the dip is gentle to the east. The outcrop of the Slide Zone swings
around Staburfjell as the dip changes from gentle to the north-east,
at the western end, to steep to the northwest at the eastern end.
South of Staburfjell the gentle northly dip indicates that the synforrn
has a northerly plunge.
�

�
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One feature, the Urfjell 'bulge', slightly complicates this picture
of a simple synform in the Staburfjell Slide Zone. As a result of the
northernly plunge of the synform the outcrop of the Gneissic Group
should widen northwards from Staburfjell. It does so as far as Urfjell
but there it suddenly narrows beyond the Urfjell 'bulge'. It may be
inferred therefore, that the effect of the general northernly plunge
has been suddenly counterbalanced and that a lower structural level
in the synform has been brought up immediately north of Urfjell.
Examination of the map suggests that this is due to a cross structure
which affects not only the Staburfjell Slide Zone but also the rocks
of the Marble Group east of Urfjell: the limbs of the Sokumfjell Fold
are deflected round the Urfjell 'bulge' (fig. 11). A suggestion that the
structure also carries over to the western side of the Gneissic Grour
is to be found in a much smaller bulge in the Staburfjell Slide Zone
east of Storvatn. It has not been possible to work out the details of
the structure owing to lack of exposure and abundant granite veining
on Urfjell but its general nature as an E- W antiformal structure,
which has the effect of cancelling the northerly plunge of the Sokum
vatn Synform, is illustrated in fig. 2 (section EP).
It may be conjectured that the structure ·was formed simultane
ously with the main synform. The northerly plunge of the latter may
be an inherited effect from a general northerly dip of the rocks before
folding. E- \V cross folds may then be regarded as a necessary ac
companiment of the main :N-S fold in order to allow the maximum
strain to take place, not normal to the northerly dip, but in a vertical
plane, which is likely to have contained the maximum and minimum
principal stresses.
In spite of the complication caused by the Urfjell 'bulge' it i,o
evident that the Staburfjell Slide Zone has been folded into a broad
asymmetric synform with a N-S axis. But as explained above, the
intense deformation within the Slide Zone has been produced at the
same time as major isoclinal overfolds in both the Marble and Gneissic
groups. These overfolds are described later when it is shown that they
were produced on E.N.E.- \V. S.\V. trending axes earlier than the
Sokumvatn Synform. At this point it is only noted that their presence
complicates the outcrop pattern within the main synform; but if
only the sheet dips are examined it becomes evident that both the
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I\Iarble and Gneissic groups share in the general synformal structure
which is so easily recognised in the Staburfjell Slide Zone.
The axis of the Synform runs northwards from Staburfjell, through
the eastern end of Sokumvatn and roughly along the line of the stream
which drains Sokumvatn to Holmsundsfjord. West of this axis are
gentle dips, usually easterly. There is a slight east-west culmination,
which gives a northerly component to the dips on its northern side
and a southerly component on its southern side. Consequently the
rocks highest in the structural successions occur in the neighbourhood
of summits 635 (east of the south end of Langvatn) and 495 (west
of Lille Sokumvatn) (fig. 11 and Plate 1).
East of the axial line defined above, are steeper dips to the west.
South of Sokumvatn the dips are gentle to moderate near the axis,
and only exceed 50° or 60° on the extreme eastern margin of the
Gneissic Group. Immediately north of Sokumvatn the whole of this
eastern limb of the synform has steep westerly dips and at Lille
Sokumvatn it is about vertical. Further north still it becomes over
turned so that on Bjørnhatten it has a moderate dip to the east.
The Sokumvatn Synform thus has an approximately north
south axis, and is an open fold in the south and an overturned fold in
the north. The form of the fold is indicated in the sections (AA'
DD') of figure 2. The ns diagram for the northern half of the area
(fig. 3c) confirms this general simple structure.
In the west of the area, the narrow outcrop of the Marble Group
dips gently to the east under the Staburfjell Slide Zone, and may be
regarded as part of the western limb of the Sokumvatn Synform.
On the east of the Gneissic Group, along the eastern end of Sokum
vatn, the sheet dip in the Marble Group is steep to the east and this
part of the Marble Group may be regarded as part of the eastern limb
of the Sokumvatn Synform. However, further east, the sheet dip
becomes vertical, in crossing the core of the Sokumfjell Fold, and
then easterly in the eastern limb of that fold. Thus superficially, the
Sokumfjell Fold has the appearance of a complementary antiform
to the Sokumvatn Synform. This, in fact, is not correct as will be
shown when the Sokumfjell Fold is described. The whole of the Marble
Group between the Gneissic Group and the Vegdal Schist Group is
properly to be regarded as part of the eastern limb of the Sokumvatn
Synform (section DD' fig. 2).
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Xo continuation of the Sokumvatn Synform can be recognised
southwards from Staburfjell. Between Fellvatn and Arstadvatn the
strike varies from easterly to north-easterly as is clearly shown by the
outcrops of the Fiskevatn Schist, and there is no indication of any
major falding on north-south axes. The ns diagram for the southern
half of the area (fig. 3e) shows a different and more complex pattern
than that for the northern half (fig. 3c), with a suggestion of a main
girdle vvith an E.N.E.-W.S.W. axis.
Folds in the Harefjell Gneissic Group

Four main rock types have been mapped in the Gneissic Group.
viz. massive diorite, foliated dioritic rocks, quartz-monzonite gneiss
and granite. The compositional variations are largely due to post
tectonic granitisation, and it is probable that all the rocks were origi
nally broadly 'dioritic' in composition. But the distinction between
massive diorites and foliated diorites probably represents an original
lithological difference, and the meta-sedimentary bands, which are
so valuable in determining the structure of the group, are never found
in the massive diorites.
Detailed mapping of the meta-sedimentary bands in the foliated
diorites shows that although they are often broken, they follow defi
nite horizons which are generally parallel to the banding and schisto
sity, and to the major contacts, in the Gneissic Group. The bands are
generally parallel sided and less than ten metres thick, though one
or two are over fifty metres thick.
Within the bands, however, although the bedding is generally
parallel to the contact, there is evidence of extreme deformation,
and isoclinal folds are common (fig. 7a and b). Thus the planar con
tacts of the bands, parallel to the schistosity in the adjacent gneisses,
are obviously tectonic. Eash band is clearly a slide zone between the
more massive rocks of the Gneissic Group on either side.
In spite of this deformation, individual bands may often be fol
lowed without a break for several hundred metres, and one band south
of Lille Sokumvatn can be traced for fully four kilometres befare it
disappears beneath that lake. It may be inferred that before the de
formation the bands were fully conformable members of the layered
sequence, and much more continuous than now. As mapped, the bands
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define the major structures within the Gneissic Group, and two major
folds are revealed, here called the Bjørnhatten and Harefjell folds,
north and south of Sokumvatn respectively (fig. 2).
Unfortunately the meta-sedimentary bands are not individually
distinctive, so that correlation is generally only possible by con
tinuity of outcrop or feature. Therefore they cannot be used to corre
late the successions in the two folds. However, the massive diorite is
distinctive and occupies about the same position in both folds. Its
outcrop is in fact continuous from the one fold to the other. Thus the
eYidence favours a general correlation of the rocks of the two folds.
The gneisses between Lake 545 and Staburfjell cannot be corre
lated with those further north. The meta-sedimentary bands in these
gneisses consist of dominant pelitic schists with subordinate calc
silicate rocks, while those of the Bjørnhatten and Harefjell Folds
consist almost exclusively of marble and impure quartzite.

THE

BJØRNHATTEN

FOLD

The Bjørnhatten Fold lies in the steep eastern limb of the Sokum
Yatn Synform, north of Sokumvatn. The trike in both limbs is about
north-south. In the extreme north, on Bjørnhatten, both limbs
have a moderai:e dip to the east. Southwards the dip steepens, so that
on either side of Lille Sokumvatn the limbs are nearly vertical, and
towards Sokumvatn, both limbs dip steeply to the east. Thus the fold
is everywhere isoclinal, and the attitude of the limbs depends on
the position in the main Sokumvatn Synform. When the latter fold
is overturned, the limbs of the Bjørnhatten Fold dip east: where it
is open, they dip west.
The plunge of the Bjørnhatten Fold can be determined approxi
mately from the sheet dip round the fold closure. On the north shore
of Sokumvatn the sheet dip is fairly steep right round the fold closure,
and it is estimated that the plunge must be about 50° to the south
west. On the north shore of Lille Sokumvatn the sheet dip is less
clear, but the plunge appears to be extremely steep.
The intense deformation which occurs in the meta-sedimentary
bands has taken place on the same axes as those indicated above for
the major structure. Thus the lineations and axes of overfolds in
these bands also plunge at about 50° to the south-west, north of
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Sokumvatn, and are nearly vertical at Lille Sokumvatn. It seems clear
therefore that these minor structures are the result of the formation
of the Bjørnhatten Fold, with which they agree in style.
In addition there are also other minor folds present which ha\·e
almost horizontal axes trending north-south, parallel to the axis of
the main Sokumvatn Synform. These folds are generally cylindroidai
with amplitude and wavelength about equal, in marked contrast !\l
the i5oclinal overfolds with steep plunges.

THE HAREFJELL FOLD

The Harefjell Fold is a much less obvious structure than the
Bjørnhatten Fold and its status is less certain. The core of the fold
can be distinguished on the steep slope rising from Sokumvatn to
the \\"Cst end of Harefjell. There, a marble band can be followed right
round the fold closure. In both limbs this band dips gently to the
south-south-west. Intense overfolds within the band (fig. 7a) plunge
gently to the west-south-west and this appears to be the plunge of the
major overfold also.
se,·eral other marble bands may be found in both limbs of the
fold and these also show tight overfolds plunging W.S.W., but none
is continuous round the fold closure. However the massive diorite can
be traced round the fold. West of Sokumvatn it dips gently to the
S.S.\\". in the lower limb of the fold. Across the northern end of Lang
vatn and towards Harefjell it has about the same dip in the upper
limb of the fold. The two limbs are linked on Haref jell where the dip
steepens on the slope up from Sokumvatn.
Thus the Harefjell Fold is another isoclinal overfold and, like the
Bjørnhatten fold, it plunges to the west-south-west.
The rocks west of Langvatn and those north of Lake 545 are
probably to be regarded as part of the upper limb of the Harefjell
Fold. but those south of Lake 545, with pelitic schist bands, are
probably not. The latter also show fold axes and lineations with
W.S.W. trend but the sense of movement, indicated by the folds, does
not agree with that of the Harefjell Fold. It is probable that the fold
is separated by a slide from this group of gneisses with pelitic schist
bands. A slide has to be postulated in any case to account for the
absence of this group elsewhere above the Staburfjell Slide Zone.
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The rocks in the north-western part of the Gneissic Group
appear to belong in the lower limb and core of the Harefjell
Fold. At the south-west corner of Sokumvatn the quartz-monzonite
gneiss dips gently S.S.W. over the massive diorite in the lower limb
of the Harefjell Fold, and is overlain by the core of that fold. This
same belt of gneiss dips gently to the N.N.W. above the massive
diorite on the north side of the Stivatn culmination. Therefore it
can be inferred that the rocks which overlie it to the north also form
part of the core of the Harefjell Fold. It also follows that the Hare
fjell Fold overlies the Bjørnhatten Fold. This interpretation is illu
strated in the section EE' of figure 2.
It will be clear from the above description that the Bjørnhatten
and Harefjell Folds and most of the minor folds associated with them
have axes which make a large angle with the axis of the Sokumvatn
Synform, and plunges which depend on the dips of the limbs of that
Synform. Moreover they are isoclinal folds and the style of deformation
which they exhibit is not readily correlated with the generally open
structure of the Synform. It is therefore very difficult, if not impos
sible, to envisage that they were formed simultaneously with it. On
the other hand, the hypothesis that they are early overfolds which
have been refolded about the axis of the Sokumvatn Synform readily
explains the observed facts. Y et stronger evidence in support of this
hypothesis is to be found in the Marble Group.

Folds in the Sokumfjell Marble Group

The Marble Group forms an outcrop about 5 kilometres \vide be
tween the Gneissic Group and the Vegdal Schist Group to the east,
and to the south it extends as a broad outcrop some ten kilometres
beyond the present area (fig. 1). West of the Gneissic Group, however,
the Marble Group is greatly attenuated. In the Langvassaa section
it is about 400 metres thick, and between Langvassaa and Storvatn
it rapidly thins to about 30 metres. North of Samelvatn it is still
further reduced to less than 20 metres, but the marbles remain pure
and rather massive. Towards the northern margin of the area these
marbles pass into a similar thickness of impure marbles (bearing
grossularite and vesuvianite), with bands of calc-silicate rocks, p e liti c
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,;chists, and impure quartzites; amphibole bearing granite veins are
also abundant. Deformation has been extreme and the marble shows
many minor isoclinal folds, often with sheared out limbs.
Pelitic schist bands in the l\Iarble Group demonstrate the existencc�
of t\\O major overfolds, the Sokumfjell Fold in the east of the area and
the Fiskevatn Fold in the south. Similar bands are absent from the
western area, but overfolding is evident from the form of the contact
bet,,-een the J\Iarble Group and the Meløy Schist Group and from the
�mallcr scale structures in both groups.

THE

WESTERN

AREA

Ret\Yeen Fellvatn and Storvatn, the }feløy Schists make numerous
trending \Y.N .\\'. These ridges have steep western slopes and
gentle eastern slopes, corresponding to scarp and dip slopes respecti
vely for the schistosity and bedding, which are nearly parallel and dip
at about 30c to E.N .E. The scarp slopes sometimes reveal that the
schistosity is, in fact, an axial plane schistosity to reclined isoclinal
folcls. The dip slopes show a prominent linear structure plunging
down clip at about 20 to 30c between E. and E.N.E., and correspon
di n g to the fold axes, to the intersection of schistosity and bedding,
and to the dimensional orientation of mica. The scarp slopes mark
prominent joints normal to the fold axes. The microfabric of these
schists has not been studied, but in similar rocks to the south of
Felh · atn, B. ]. \\'alton (in a personal communication) finds that
the quartz and mica fabrics are homotactic and show an 'ac' girdle
normal to the fold axes. An analogous fold style and microfabric is
also found in the schists of the Staburfjell Slide Zone in the western
limb of the Sokumvatn Synform (fig. 9c-f).
South of Fellvatn more open folds were observed particularly in
the more competent calc-silicate bands within the pelites. These
folcls are overturnecl to the south; the long northern limbs have a
gentle north-easterly clip while the short, inverted southern limbs
haYe a steep northernly dip. The fold axes and lineations plunge
bet\YCtn 5° and 30° in a roughly easterly clirection.
The attitucles of the structures in the Sokumfjell Marbles are
qnite comparable with those in the Meløy Schists. South of Stabur
fjell the general strike is \V.N.\Y., but east of Staburfjell it turns
riclgcs
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N. N.W., parallel to that in the Meløy Schists. The sheet dip is also
similar to that in the schists and again it can be seen that isoclinal
folds occur, plunging to the E.N.E. (fig. 7f).
The contact between the Meløy Schist Group and the �Iarble
Group indicates the same style of folding on a larger scale. N.W. of
Fellvatn, the large scale interdigitation of the two groups, with a
constant north-easterly dip throughout, indicates that the contact
has suffered isoclinal folding like that in the adjacent schists and
marbles. South of Fellvatn a more open folding of the contact on
similar axes is suggested.
It is clear therefore, that the rocks in this western area have suf
fered intensive overfolding on E.N.E. axes. This trend is similar to
that of the overfolding in the meta-sedimentary bands in the Gneissic
Group, which is of similar style, and which is associated with the
major overfolds there.
In addition to these structures, however, there are others of
different style and trend. In the Meløy Schists, the lineation and
axial-plane foliation of the overfolds described above are sometimes
seen to be refolded in very open structures whose axes have gentle
plunges trending roughly N. N.W. The trend of the earlier lineation
may change somewhat across these later folds. For example, in one
case where the later fold was in the nature of a monoclinal warp of
the earlier foliation, the earlier lineation changed its plunge from
45° at 76° E. of N. to 24° at 89° E. of N.
These warp structures are comparable both in axial trend and
style with the main Sokumvatn Synform and they clearly suggest that
the latter plays an analogous role on a larger scale. That is, the
Sokumvatn Synform has refolded the earlier overfolds, including the
Bjørnhatten and Harefjell Folds, on a N-S axis, and thus it accounts
for the steep plunges which they now show in its steep eastern limb.
The available observations indicate a slight change in trend of the
earlier structures in crossing the axis of the Synform. In the gentle
western limb the linear structures generally trend between E. and
E.N.E. but in the eastern limb there is a tendency towards S.W.
rather than W. S.W. or W. plunges. This is readily explained by
folding about a N-S axis.
The boudin axes of granitic minor intrusions also seem to be rela
ted to the later folding. In the Langvassaa section, fold axes and linea-
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tions have a very consistent plunge to the E.N.E., though a few warp
structures occur on northerly axes. Planar granite intrusions are
emplaced roughly parallel to the bedding1, but their boudin axe,
have various trends between N.E. and N.W. and it is to be conjectured
that these axes were developed by locally variable responses during
the later movements.

THE SOKU:VlFJELL FOLD

General Geometry

In the western area described above the minor folds in the marble,o
are generally isoclinal, so that their limbs as measured in the fielcl
are parallei to the sheet dip. In the Sokumfjell Fold this is not the
case. Therefore, the schist and quartzite bands within the marbles.
and particularly the relations of their outcrop trends to variation,
in topography, are most valuable in making unambigous, if approxi
mate, determinations of the sheet dip. In addition the schistosity in
the pelitic schist bands is generally approximately parallel to the
sheet dip.
Three main pelitic schist bands occur, which from the core of the
fold outwards are the Sandvatn, Nævervatn and Lille Sok umvatn
schists. The first two can be followed round the nortward closure of
the fold, and occur in both limbs. The Lille Sokumvatn Schist, and
the Navnløsvatn Quartzites between it and the Gneissic Group, occur
only on the western side of the fold.
The sheet dip of the Sandvatn Schist is steep to the west in both
limbs near Sandvatn, but northwards it becomes dose to vertical in
both limbs, which meet in a 'V' shaped outcrop. This implies that
the axial plane of the fold must also be dose to vertical and that the
plunge must be steep. The western limb of the Nævervatn Schist sho\\·,o
a very steep dip to the west. The eastern limb also dips very steeply
to the west near the fold closure, but southwards it changes gradually
through the vertical so that it dips about 60° eastwards where it
crosses Sokumaa. Thus an east-west section through the Nævervatn
I

It may be noted in passing that no structures which could be ascribed

to the process of emplacement occur in the meta-sediments in association with
these or any other granitic intrusions in the area.
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Fig. 4.

Closure of the Sokumfjell Fold in the Xævervatn Schist.

(Structure in

marbles shown diagrammatically).

Schist indicates an antiformal structure and the northward closure
would imply a northward plunge. However the relations at the 'F
shaped closure on summit 783 show that the plunge must actually
be nearly vertical (fig. 4). The inner contact of the Nævervatn Schist
runs up the steep southern slope of the hill without deviation in trend
before turning west on the relatively flat top. The outer contact of
the Schist stays on lower ground and runs to the S.W. corner of
�ævervatn. It then turns west before climbing obliquely up the north
em slope of the hill, again without change of trend. Thus the inner
and outer contacts remain equidistant and parallel while the change
of strike round the fold closure takes place, in spite of the different
topographic relations. It follows that the sheet dip must be nearly
vertical right round the fold closure, and the plunge must also be
nearly vertical. This conclusion is confirmed by the attitude of the
schistosity and bedding in the schist, which remain parallel to the
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contacts and are nearly vertical right round the fold closure. The local
minor fold axes and lineations have various attitudes and are not
homo-axial with the major structure.
It has already been mentioned that a similar plunge is indicated
by the closure in the Sandvatn Schist. Further, there is a schist band,
only a few metres thick, in the marbles between the two limbs of the
Sandvatn Schist, which displays, on a smaller scale, similar U shaped
fold closures to that of the Nævervatn Schist. Again the bedding and
schistosity are nearly vertical all round the closures, though minor
warps have various trends. In addition, fractures parallel to the
vertical axial-plane are emphasised by thin granitic veins.
Therefore it is confidently inferred that the Sokumfjell Fold has
a very steep plunge in a nearly vertical axial plane all the way from
Sokumvatn to Nævervatn.
Further south, comparable evidence is not available to determine
the plunge of the fold. The geometry is much less clear since the
schist bands are interrupted or disappear completely. The western
limb of the Nævervatn Schist thins and disappears some 600 metres
north of Sokumvatn and both limbs of the Sandvatn Schist thin and
disappear south of Sandvatn. The eastern limb of the Nævervatn
Schist can be traced over Sokumfjell and several kilometres further
south, until it finally disappears on HILL 830, east of Urfjell (fig. 5).
The schist dips east at the northern end of Sokumfjell, but, coming
south, it becomes vertical and then dips to the west at the southern
end of Sokumfjell. The strike is also about N-S, and the dip steep
to the west, on Hill 830; but between there and Sokumfjell the out
crop is 'S' shaped and the sheet dip varies. Two E-W striking por
tions have southerly dips, and they link together a portion which
strikes N.N.W.-S.S.E. and dips steeply E.N.E. These relations sug
gest that the schist has been folded about axes plunging in various
directions between S.E. and S.W. (fig. 5) and the linear structures
and Beta maxima of fig. 3 l accord with this inference. As mentioned
previously these structures are apparently related in origin to the
Vrfjell 'bulge'.
Other important schist outcrops occur east of Urfjell and south
east of Staburfjell. A dolomite marble band occurs on the north-wes
tern side of the latter outcrop. This band is apparently identical with
the Bratfjell Dolomite which occurs outside the Nævervatn Schist
3.
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Variations of sheet dip of the Kævervatn Schist.

in both limbs of the Sokumfjell Fold further north. No other dolo
mitic horizons have been found in the area and it therefore seems
almost certain that the schist outcrops east of Urfjell and south-east
of Staburfjell are to be correlated with the N ævervatn Schist. The
sheet dip in both outcrops is under the Gneissic Group, steeper in the
north-east and gentler in the south-west: that is, the dips conform
with those of the Staburfjell Slide Zone in the Sokumvatn Synform.
Therefore, the axial plane trace of the Sokumfjell Fold can be
carried southwards from Sandvatn between the two limbs of the
?\ ævervatn Schist east of Urfjell, where the axial plane continues to
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dip to the west. The trend of the bedding in the intervening marbles
shows that the axial plane trace then turns south-west and eventually
westward to converge with the Nævervatn Schist south of Staburfjell
(fig. 11). At the same time the axial plane dip changes from westerly
to northerly.
Thus the axial plane trace of the Sokumfjell Fold swings round
the Sokumvatn Synform, and its variation in dip also suggests con
formity with that synform. When this is added to the fact that the
fold is isoclinal and has a nearly vertical plunge at its northern end,
it becomes evident that the Sokumfjell Fold cannot be an antiform
complementary to the Sokumvatn Synform. Its geometry is readily
explained however, if it is assumed to be an earlier overfold, like
the Bjørnhatten and Harefjell Folds, which has been refolded by the
Sokumvatn Synform.
The western limb of the Sokumvatn Fold is considerably thinner
than the eastern limb. Thus the Bratfjell dolomite, the Nævervatn
Schist, and the marbles which separate them, are very much thicker
in the eastern limb than in the western limb where they are eliminated
altogether towards the south. The variations are readily related to
the tectonic position, but it cannot be proved, of course, that the
thickness variation between the two limbs is not partly original, and
in fact there is, apparently, a difference in the present lithology.
The western limb contains a considerably higher proportion of schist
and impure quartzite bands and of quartzo-feldspathic laminae in
the marbles, than does the eastern limb. This can be explained by the
tectonic hypothesis if it be assumed that the purer marble was pre
ferentially squeezed out towards the crest of the fold during the
thinning of the limb. However, the writer would not exclude the view
that the variations in thickness due to tectonic effects may be super
imposed on considerable original variations, which may have con
trolled the early development of the structure.
East of Crfjell the two limbs of the Nævervatn Schist are appre
ciably doser together than further north, and the Sandvatn Schist is
absent from between them. This cannot be ascribed to a southward
closure of the Sokumvatn Fold. The evidence continues to indicate
a northward closure, and it is inferred that the core of the Fold to
the north has been separated from its roots during the deformation
(fig. 11).
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The rocks between the Lille Sokumvatn Schist and the Gneissic
Group have not been discussed in this section so far, since it seems
that they may not belong in the western limb of the Sokumvatn Fold,
although they conform to it. Several lines of evidence support this
hypothesis, viz. : (l) When the Lille Sokumvatn Schist is followed north-eastward�
beyond the present area, it shows no sign of turning southwards round
the Sokumfjell Fold. In fact it begins to turn northward parallel to
the contact between the :Vlarble and Gneissic groups, befare it dis
appears under ice.
(2) The Sandvatn and Nævervatn Schists generally form regular
parallel-sided bands, but the Lille Sokumvatn Schist is irregular and
deeply implicated with the adjacent marbles. This may indicate dose
proximity to a major slide which could separate the Nævervatn Schist
from the Sokumfjell Fold.
(3) East of the Lille Sokumvatn Schist, the marbles of the Sokum
fjell Fold display minor folds which are almost exdusively dextral1
in sense. West of the Lille Sokumvatn Schist, on the other hand, the
marbles normally show both dextral and sinistral folds in dose asso
ciation, and often the sinistral folds are most prominent.
(4) Two quartzite bands (the Navnløsvatn Quartzites) occur nearly
parallel to each other between Navnløsvatn and Lille Sokumvatn.
but north-north-eastwards from Lille Sokumvatn they diverge rapidly,
the eastern band running parallel to the Lille Sokumvatn Schist, the
western band parallel to the Staburfjell Slide Zone. The thickness of
rnarble between them, rneasured normal to their sheet dip, mcrcases
from about 100 metres to 500 metres over a horizontal distance of
only 1600 metres. There is no corresponding thickening in the marbles
to east and west. It seems possible that the two quartzite bands belong
to the same horizon, and that the marble which thickens so rapidly is
in fact in the core of a fold complementary to the Sokumfjell Fold.
This fold would be separated from the Sokumfjell Fold by the sugge
sted slide east of the Lille Sokumvatn Schist (fig. 11) and further
sliding would be necessary to account for the absence of a fold dosure
in the Navnløsvatn Quartzite.
1

Dextral and sinistral folds in the present context are those whose traces

on a horizontal surface indicate dextral and sinistral rotations respectively.
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.Mi nor Sintctures in the meta-sediments.

The minor structures in the Sokumfjell Fold provide a marked
contrast to those described from the western area, and they are much
more complicated. They vary in style and attitude according both to
the lithological type and to the position in the major structure.
:\finor folds in the marbles are easily recognised by the numerous
dose set quartzo-feldspathic laminae, which mark the bedding. These
laminae may owe their origin in part to mechanical differentiation of
originally more homogeneous material but, if so. it appears that the
clifferentiation has taken place parallel to the original bedding. The
laminae are parallel to the undoubted sedimentary intercalations of
pelitic schist and impure quartzite in the marbles.
The minor folds are extremely abundant in the axial region of the
major structure. There, the plunges are extremely variable and may
be either steep or gentle to the north or south. It seems reasonable
to infer, in accordance with the interpretation of the large scale geo
metry, that the folds originally had steep plunges parallel to the
plunge of the major structure, and that these have been subsequently
modified by later movements. The data from the core of the Sokum
fjell Fold north of Sokumvatn support this interpretation (fig. 3 k). It
appears that the two limbs of the fold have been refolded about south
or south-westerly plunging symmetrological axes (Ø2 and Ø3, which
are maxima of bedding intersections from Ø diagrams) but that the
axis of the major structure (W) is nearly vertical.
On the straight limbs of the major fold the minor folds in the

marbles are much more consistent and statistically the folding may
be nearly cylindroidal (fig. 3j). These folds have been studied particu
larly in the western limb of the Sokumfjell Fold, and especially in
the Marmor Valley, which runs into the N.E. corner of Sokumvatn.
�umerous folds occur with plunges of about 25° to S. S. W. Similar
folds in more competent bands within the marbles often have steeper
plunges. The folds have straight long limbs dipping steeply west, and
highly puckered flat short limbs. The axial planes dip steeply west,
nearly parallel to the long limbs (fig. Sa and b).
If these folds were supposed to be related to the formation of
the Sokumfjell Fold as congruous drag folds, then they would suggest
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Diagrammatic section across the Sokumfjell Fold.

tha t the latter is a syncline plunging to the S.S.W. In fact, it is known
tha t the plunge of the Sokumfjell Fold is nearly vertical, but even
without this the above explanation could be discounted, since, in a
section drawn normal to the S.S.W. plunging minor fold axes, the
Sokumfjell Fold is antiformal, not synformal. Further, the axial plane
of the Sokumfjell Fold must be nearly vertical, between the two
limbs of the Sandvatn Schist. Y et the axial planes of the minor folds
in the marbles and fracture cleayage in the schists cut across both
limbs in the same direction (fig. 6).
It can hardly be doubted ther-efore that these minor folds are not
coeval with the Sokumfjell Fold, but must be regarded as super
imposed upon it. Their axial trend clearly suggests that they should
be correlated with the formation of the Sokumvatn Synform. Even so
their sense is not appropriate to congruous drag-folds in relation to
the synform. This is not readily explained, but similar relations else
where have been ascribed to shear folding (FAIRBAIRN 1949, pp. 160
-161) or as 'flowage' folding (BAIN 1931).
In the pelitic schist bands the most prominent structure is the
schistosity, which is approxima tely paraBel to the contacts both in
the fold limbs and round the f old closure. Thus on the largest scale
the schistosity approximates to the bedding, and is certainly not
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axial plane to the major structure. In detail it can often be seen that
the schistosity is not strictly parallel to the bedding, but there is
little evidence that it is then to be regarded as axial plane to isoclinal
folds, as it was in the Meløy schists. In only a few cases have minor
folds definitely belonging to the first falding been distinguished. Thus
the schistosity must be regarded essentially as a bedding schistosity
produced by bedding plane slip during the formation of the Sokum
fjell Fold. This schistosity must have suffered considerable modifi
cation during the formation of the Sokumvatn Synform in the second
falding since lineations (due to dimensional orientation of mica, and
sometimes of sillimanite and tourmaline) with gentle southerly
plunges are commonly developed.
Small scale flexure folding of the schistosity occurs sporadically
(fig. 8c-f). The sense of these folds varies, but they more commonly
indicate movement appropriate to normal drag folds in the Sokum
vatn Synform. They generally have gentle southerly plunges and
clearly also are to be correlated with the second folding; they have
been superimposed on the earlier ubiquitous schistosity of the first
folding (cf. WHITE and JAHNS 1950, pp. 196-200). Occasionally a
new schistosity develops parallel to the axial planes. In particular
lithologies an axial plane fracture cleavage is developcd rather than
a new schistosity (cf. BROUGHTON 1946, p. 7 and p. 11). This fracture
cleavage is of the 'false cleavage' type ( LEITH 1905, p. 120). The
schistosity is thrown into small puckers, defined by generally unbent
biotite flakes. The closely spaced shear planes are simply the axial
planes of these puckers, and there is no rupture along them. A sillima
nite lineation is common parallel to the intersection of the cleavage
with the schistosity.
The mica fabric of the schists shows a partial girdle pattern nor
mal to the macroscopic lineations of the second folding (fig. 9j, l, m).
The schistosity as defined by the main biotite maximum may be
parallel to the limbs (fig. 9 m) or to the axial plane (fig. 91) of the minor
folds mentioned above. In one case where the 'bedding' could be
distinguished (fig. 91), the axis of the mica girdle was el early not parallel
to the 'bedding' (S1) and made a large angle with the minor fold axis
(F), although the new schistosity (S3) was clearly axial plane to the
minor fold. Thus it may be inferred that the girdle axis represents
an axis of internal rotation of an earlier schistosity (S2 ?) which wa:;
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itself not parallel to the bedding. This supports the inference made
above from the relationship to the major structures that these linea
tions must have been produced by the modification of an earlier
schistosity.
The quartz fabrics of the schists are virtually random; where a
faint girdle can be distinguished it is not homotactic with the mica
girdle (fig. 9 k & 1). Thus it appears that, in the schists, the quartz
has not been reorientated as readily as the mica during the second
falding. This is probably due to the fact that the schists are highly
feldspathic, containing only about 10 % quartz, so that the quartz
reorientation has been interfered with by the feldspar. As noted below,
pure quartzites have developed a new girdle orientation during the
second falding.
The Navnløsvatn Quartzite bands show alternations of massive,
pure quartzite with laminated impure quartzite, the former having
commonly been boudined. The deformation accompanying the
boudinage must have been relatively plastic, since the individual
boudins are drawn out to tapering terminations. Further, the axes
have very steep plunges, and it therefore seems that the boudinage
can be correlated with the first falding. Same tight dextral minor
folds with very steep plunges probably also belong to the first falding,
but in addition there are apen sinuous flexures of the quartzite bed
ding, generally on steep N.W. plunging axes, which most probably be
lang to the second falding. Rarely, a mineral lineation of slickenside
type, with a plunge roughly down dip, has been seen on bedding sur
faces, thus indicating late, mainly vertical, relative movements be
tween adjacent beds in contrast to the boudinage and most minor folds.
Examination of the fabric of two quartzites showed that it has
been adjusted to the second ±olding. A strong preferred orientation
in ane diagram (fig. 9 a) shows a 9 % maximum in a partial girdle (G1)
which is roughly normal to the second fold axes (F) as shown by the
adjacent marbles. A similar girdle (G1) may be recognised in a second
quartzite (fig. 9 b) but in this case it has been almost obliterated by
post-tectonic crystallisation associated with the granitisation of the
region.
Fig. 9 ........
Fig. 9. Micro-fabric diagrams. Specimen localities shown on rnap to fig. 3.
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Kinematics of the Sokumjjell Fold.

The geometry of the Sokumfjell Fold as described above proYides
clear evidence of the nature of the large scale movements which
have produced it. It has been shown that the plunge of the structure
north of Sokumvatn is nearly vertical, on that the map provides a
section virtually normal to the first fold axis.
The schist hands are continuous round the fold closure, and they
display a schistosity which follows the bedding round the closure.
There was no shear across the bedding in the axial plane direction,
and the schist hands have clearly attained their present form by
flexure accompanied by bedding plane slip.
The marbles between the schist bands however show great thinning
of the fold limbs and great thickening of the axial region. If the
second ±olding is ignored, the bedding in the limbs is straight and
parallel to the schist bands while the axial region shows concertina
folding (fig. 4). Clearly the thickening in the axial region has been
produced by movements, from the limbs towards the crest, of the
outer layers over the inner. Again, whatever the detailed mechanism
of plastic flow in the marbles, the movements have taken place essen
tially by bedding plane slip.
The demonstration of the Sokumfjell Fold as a flexural slip fold
is of particular interest in view of the kinematics which have been
suggested for major fold structures in carbonate rocks in other oro
genic zones (CLoos 1947, BAIN 1931). Axial plane shear movements
could not account for the observed geometry of the Sokumfjell Fold,
and there is no evidence of such movements.
Structural relations of intntsive bodies.

The Sokumfjell Marbles are intruded by an abundant suite of
intrusive rocks which vary from trondhjemitic to true granitic com
position. There are also some thin amphibolites which probably repre
sent original dolerite intrusions.
The amphibolites occur in the marbles as small masses extending
a few metres along the strike and one or two metres across it. It is
usual to find a number of these masses on the same general strike,
separated often by some tens of metres. The masses are regarded as
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boudins, with very steep axes. The schistosity and foliation within
the boudins is planar and roughly parallel to the strike of the enclosing
marbles and there is therefore no suggestion that individual boundins
represent an originally greater strike length of amphibolite which ha:o
been 'rolled up'. The separation of the boudins therefore indicates
enormous stretching parallel to the present strike of the marbles, or
normal to the now vertical axis of the Sokumfjell Fold.
Amongst the granitic rocks, the potassic microcline-granitcs
usnally show little or no deformation. They often follow the bedding
in the folded marbles, though they may also form an irregular net
work. There is also a very late suite of narrow, planar, microclinc
granites which cut right across the bedding with \V.X.\X.'.-E.S.E.
strike. Definite boudinage is rarely seen in the potash granites, though
:-;ome 'pinch and swell' structures may be due to tectonic effects.
Attention is here focussed on a suite of trondhjemitic dykes in
the axial region of the Sokumfjell Fold as seen in the �Tarmor \'alle y.
These are parallel sided intrusions aften about one or two metres
thick, with a constant N-S strike cutting across the K.X.E.-S.S.W.
strike of the marbles. Their dip always appears to be very steep,
greater than that of the enclosing marbles. Thus they agree in attitude
with the axial plane of the Sokumfjell Fold. The dykes have invari
abiy suffered boudinage and the individual boudins are usually three
or four times as long as they are broad, measured normal to their axes.
The ratio of the lengths of the inter-boudin gaps to the length of the
bouclins is perhaps about l :l. The ends of the boudins may be clear
fractures or t hey may be drawn out to pointed termin ations (fig. 10).
It is clifticult to determine the plunges accurately since the intrusions
usually weather out only a few ccntimetres above the surrounding
marbles but it is clear that the plunge is generally very steep. Thus it
is roughly parallel to the inferred axis of the Sokumfjell Fold and
shO\YS no agreement with the minor folds in the marbles which have
plunges of about 25° S.S.\x.'.
The marbles at the margins of the dykes have invariably suffered
drag falding against the dyke walls, and these folds always indicate the
operation of a dextral movement couple in the horizontal plane (fig.
10). The plunges of these folds vary froi:1 very steep to the north to
steep or moderate to the south. Away from the dyke walls there is a rapid
but continuous change to the gentlc S.S.W. plunges previous described.
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Fig. 10.

Boudinage of discordant granites in marble.

In considering the ongm of the boudinage with respect to the
two main periods of falding, it must be recognised that the emplace
ment of the dykes, the separation of the boudins and the drag folds
on the dyke walls are three distinct phenomena which may be of
different ages. Also the boudinage is unusual in that it is produced in
d i s c o r d a n t intrusions, so that the rules which apply to the devel-
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opment of boudinage in conformable competent layers may not be
applicable. In particular, boudin axes need not necessarily be expected
to form parallel to the fold axes, unless the intersection of the dis
cordant dyke with the bedding is itself parallel to the fold axes. If
the intersection on the bedding is otherwise, the directions of maxi
mum shear or tension in the dykes are unlikely to be parallel to the
fold axes.
The dykes in the :\farmor Yalley are not exceptional in following
the axial plane direction of the Sokumvatn Fold, since granites parallel
to the axial planes of the first folds are common in the western area
where first fold structures are dominant. Everywhere these granites
are the earliest in the sequence, and the structural relationship shows
clearly that they are essentially later than the first falding. The boudin
axes in the :Marmor Valley dykes are however roughly parallel to the
first fold axes, and they may suggest therefore that the boudinage
was produced in the later stages of the development of the Sokumfjell
fold during the first falding. A continuation of rotation and extension
of the marbles between the dykes could lead to extension of the dykes
parallel to the axial plane. The movement involved would obviously
be very considerable, and it is difficult to envisage its taking place
without a displacement of the bourlins from their initial planar arran
gement. Further it may be questioned whether the emplacement of
the dykes could have taken place while the maximum principal stress
continued to act across the axial plane of the Sokumfjell Fold.
Alternatively it may be supposed that the separation of the
boudins was brought about during the second folding. It has already

been mentioned that boudinage in similar granites in the western area
must be ascribed to the second falding, but the difficulty in the )farmor
Valley is that the boudin axes are roughly parallel to the first fold
axes. This may not be an insuperable objection, since the boudin
axes may be controlled by the intersection of the discordant dykes
with the bedding. The directions of greatest tension in the dykes
during the second folding may have been roughly parallel to this
intersection, although the minor fold axes have a very different
plunge. In any case the drag folds on the dyke walls must certainly
be ascribed to the second folding. They show a compromise in attitude
between the original intersection of the bedding with the dykes and
the minor fold axes of the second folding. Their sense is appropriate
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to the movements which produced the latter minor folds, but it could
not be correlated with shear parallel to the axial plane in the first
folding, since this would be in the opposite sense.
It may be concluded therefore that
(l) the dykes were emplaced after the first folding.
(2) the boudinage may have been produced in the later stages
of the first folding or during the second folding.
(3) the drag folds on the dyke walls were produced during the
second folding.
Finally it may be noted that the boudinage was certainly earlier
than the latest potash granites, since these may pass through the inter
boudin gaps. Occasionally however these granites have also suffered
boudinage.

THE FISKEVATN

FOLD

The axial plane trace of the Fiskevatn Fold shows a slight swing
round the Sokumvatn Synform, like the Sokumfjell Fold. But in
contrast to the latter, the limbs of the Fiskevatn Fold dip away from
the Sokumvatn Synform.
South of Staburfjell, the Nævervatn Schist dips about 40° north
wards under the Gneissic Group, but two kilometres to the south the
Fiskevatn Schist is vertical or dips steeply south (section EE' fig. 2).
Again, on 'Crfjell, the Nævervatn Schist dips about 75° KW., but
two kilometres to the S.S.E. the Fiskevatn Schist dips at less than
4-0° to S.E. Thus both these lines of section suggest that the sheet
dip is controlled by folding with a N.E. axis. Either there is an anti
formal structure or the Fiskevatn Schist is inverted relative to the
N ævervatn Schist. In the intervening marbles the minor folding
makes the sheet dip difficult to determine, but the observations
suggest that the greater part of the change in sheet dip, between
the N ævervatn and Fiskevatn Schists, takes place suddenly.
North-east of Lake 520, the Fiskevatn Fold is isoclinal. The Fiske
vatn Schist dips to the south-east at not more than 40° in both limbs.
South-west of Lake 520 however, in the region of Sundvatn, the fold
is more open with an angle of about 60° between the limbs. The north
west limb of the Fiskevatn Schist is here nearly vertical, but the
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marbles of the south-east limb dip only about 30° to S.E. In between,
the axial region of the fold is shown by 'concertina' folding in the
marbles and by large scale folding in a minor schist band. These
structures indicate that the axial plane of the major structure must
here have a S.S.E. dip of about 65°-70°.
:North of Sundvatn the minor fold axes and lineations generally
plunge gently E.N.E. The structures agree both in style and trend
with those of the first overfolding in the western area, and it is there
fore inferred that the Fiskevatn Fold is also an overfold produced
during the first folding. As in the western area, a few later flexure folds
occur on axes trending just west of north and these are correlated with
the second folding. North-east of Lake 520 there is little change in
the trend of the axial plane trace, and it is supposed that the fold
continues to plunge in an easterly direction. However, the fold has
become overturned and isoclinal and the change of sheet dip may not
be an original effect of the first folding but may be due to refolding
on N.E. axes (section EE' fig. 2). The dominant minor folds in this
region plunge S.E. and have a style similar to that of the minor folds
in the Sokumvatn Fold. They are therefore correlated with the second
folding. Their trend is not far removed from that seen on the E. limb
of the Sokumfjell Fold but they now plunge down the sheet dip. Thus
if the sheet dip owes its present attitude to second falding on N.E.
axes these minor folds are to be regarded as cross folds to the local
main direction of second falding. The fl and :n;s diagram for the Fiske
vatn Fold (fig. 3 m) gives some support to this hypothesis. Each limb
appears to have been refolded about new axes ({32 and {33) but the major
structure has an easterly plunge ({31) (cf. fig. 3 k). In the area to the
south it can be shown much more certainly that the second folding
has involved two main directions at right angles (B. J. Walton, per
sonal communication).
It is not possible to make any certain correlation between the rocks
of the Fiskevatn and Sokumfjell Folds, and it is therefore difficult to
assess the significance of the apparent antiformal attitude of the sheet
dip between the two structures. Since the change of sheet dip appears
to take place suddenly, it is possible that the two folds are separated
by a major slide, which would also account for the failure of the
eastern limb of the Sokumfjell Fold to continue southwards (fig. 11).
Other interpretations are also possible, but discussion must be deferred
�.
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until the structure of the ground further south is fully known. In the
present context, the chief importance of the Fiskevatn Fold is in
providing further evidence of the first overfolding on E.N E. -W.S. W.
axes, and in showing that the Sokumvatn Synform does not extend
south of Fellvatn.
.

Relationship of major and minor structures

It has already been emphasised that the axial method of tectonic
analysis does not apply to the Sokumvatn Area as a whole. The plot
of linear structures (fig. 3a) indicates the range of variation of trends
and plunges in the area, but it is heavily weighted to the abnormal
trends, and fails to give proper emphasis to the dominant trends.1
These dominant trends may be summarised as follows (see also
fig. 11): (l) The western half of the area, corresponding to the western
limb of the Sokumvatn Synform, has dominant E.N.E.-W.S.W.
trending linear structures of the first period of folding. N.N.W.
S.S.E. trends of the second folding are subordinate. (fig. 3h) .
(2) The Sokumfjell Fold shows dominant linear structures plunging
gently S.S.W. in its western limb and plunging gently S.S.E. in its
eastern limb. Aberrant trends occur throughout the quadrant between
S.S.E. and W.S.W. and to some extent in the opposite quadrant
(fig. 3d) .
(3) The Fiskevatn Fold shows dominant E.N.E.- W.S.W. trending
structures of the first folding east of Fellvatn but, further east, S.E.
plunging structures of the second folding are dominant.
The dominance of second fold structures in the eastern limb of
the Sokumvatn Synform, compared with a relatively minor develope
ment of these structures in the western limb, must be ascribed to
much more intensive deformation in the second folding, as might be
expected in the steep limb.
The considerable variations in the attitudes of the minor linear
structures can be explained by the operation of two factors:
1

Repeated measurements of the dominant trends were not made, partly

because of the difficulties of making really accurate measurements in the marbles

and partly because the process would have taken too much of the available time.
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(l) External rotation of first fold structures on various possible
axes during the second folding.
(2) Dispersion of axes of internal and external rotation of the
second folding as a result of the variations in attitude of the pre
existing planar structures. This factor may operate directly, or b:y
causmg a local variation of the stress pattern during the second
folding.
(l) The external rotation of first fold structures has been demon
strated on all scales. It has been shown that the Harefjell, Bjørn
hatten and Sokumfjell folds are isoclinal folds whose plunges are to
be explained by their refolding in the Sokumvatn Synform. Minor
folds belonging to these major structures have suffered similar rota
tions. The change across the axis of the Sokumvatn Synform from
gentle E.N.E. plunges in the western area to rather steep S.W. plunges
in the Bjørnhatten Fold and finally to nearly vertical plunges in the
Sokumvatn Fold may be ascribed primarily to this factor. Some scatter
of the resultant plunges is to be expected for any given amount of
rotation since the external rotations will take place on various axes,
as noted below. Moreover, the external rotations are likely to be
accompanied by various internal rotations as the intensity of the
second folding increases. This was exemplified above by the deve
lopment of new lineations and S-planes in the pelitic schists of the
Sokumfjell Fold. The microfabrics of two specimens of pelitic schist
(Nos. 341 & 468) from the Staburfjell Slide Zone are described here
to illustrate the earlier stages of the modification of the first fold fabric.
The specimens were taken from either side of the axis of the Sokum
vatn Synform (see map, fig. 3). At each locality intense isoclinal folds
on E.N.E.-W.S.W. trending axes belonging to the first folding were
observed, and no minor folds with N-S trending axes were seen.
Each fabric shows approximately the expected 'ac' girdles normal to
the megascopic first fold lineation; but a slight difference in orienta
tion of the quartz and mica girdles is to be observed in the more
westerly specimen (No. 342); and a much more marked difference in
the more easterly specimen (No. 468) makes the quartz and mica
fabrics definitely heterotactic.
Figs. 9c, d and e show biotite and quartz fabrics for specimen 342.
In all, three quartz diagrams were prepared to test the reproduca-
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bility of the results and it was found that, although the maxima shift
in position (the fabric is not completely homogeneous) they are rela
ted to definite S-planes. The composite diagram (fig. 9f) shows the
areas of greater than three per cent concentration from all three
guartz diagrams as well as the main biotite maxima (black). The main
S-plane (G1) recognizable from the guartz fabric is roughly eguatorial
in the diagram and is slightly offset from the biotite girdle, and two
weak subsidiary S-planes (G2 and Ga) can also be recognised. These
features can be ascribed to slight overprinting during the second fal
ding, and the two subsidiary S-planes (G2 and Ga) intersect with each
other and with the subsidiary biotite S-plane (S2) in a northerly direc
tion which may represent the axis of the second folding.
Figs. 9g and h show biotite and guartz fabrics for specimen 468.
The main biotite S-plane is obligue to the bedding and intersects the
latter in L1 parallel to the macroscopic lineation. A further linear
structure (L2) is indicated by slight rippling on the bedding surfacc;
it has no obvious significance unless the biotite girdle is actually com
posite. The guartz maxima show a clear departure from the biotite
girdle and suggest development of a new S-plane (G2) . The fabric is
clearly hereotactic and triclinic and may be regarded as showing a
more advanced stage of overprinting by the second falding than that
of specimen 342.
Thus the tendency toward development of a heterotactic triclinic
fabric can be ascribed to differential modification of the guartz and
mica fabrics during the second falding. It has been noted already
that the fabrics tend to remain heterotactic and triclinic even when

the modification during the second folding has been more extreme,
as in the pelitic schist bands in the Sokumfjell Fold.
(2) The dispersion of the axes of internal and external rotation
of the second falding is a more complicated problem. Before the first
falding it can be expected that the bedding had a fairly constant
attitude, so that the axes of internal and external rotation of the
first falding would be fairly constant and parallel to each other. Before
the second falding on the other hand the pre-existing structure is
much less simple. The stress-strain relations are likely to be com
plex, and the attitude of the pre-existing structures will considerably
influence that of the resultant structures (e.g. RAMSAY 1958, WEISS
and MciNTYRE 1957) . Therefore differences ot second fold trends are
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to be expected in the Sokumvatn Area between the two major rock
groups, which were structurally unconformable after the first folding,
and between opposite limbs of major overfolds of the first folding.
The symmetrological axis of the Sokumvatn Synform, as seen in
the Gneissic Group and Staburfjell Slide Zone, appears to be N-S,
or slightly east of north. Some minor structures in the Gneissic Group
share this trend, but the axes of minor structures in the Marble Group
diverge from this in varying degrees. In the western area, the second
fold axes are nearly horizontal and strike N.N.\V.-S.S.E., approxi
mately at right angles to the first fold axes. In the western limb
of the Sokumfjell Fold the linear structures commonly plunge
S.S.W.: in the eastern limb they plunge S.S.E. This is clearly the
consequence of the steep attitude of the limbs of the Sokumfjell Fold
and their divergence southward. As a consequence of this divergence,
folds in opposite limbs may have a common axial plane direction and
very different plunges. Thus in the Marmor \'alley the strike of the
rnarbles is N.N.E.-S.S.W. and the sheet dip nearly vertical. The
rninor folds, which have gentle southwesterly plunges, have axial
planes dipping about 60° to the west. In the eastern limb of the Sand
vatn Schist the sheet dip is again nearly vertical, and folds occur with
similar axial plane direction, but the bedding strike is now N.N.W.
S.S.E. and the rninor folds plunge at over 50° to N.\,..
In addition it may be noted that different lithologies within the
Sokumfjell Fold have reacted differently during the second folding.
The marbles have readily developed second minor folds and the pelitic
schists lineations with gentle plunges. But minor folds in more compe
tent calc-silicate bands within the marbles often have steeper plunges
than those of the rnarbles; and the thicker quartzite bands only
develop warp structures \Vith steep plunges.
It is not possible to say with certainty whether the variations
described above are directly due to the variation in the attitudes of
the S-planes before the second folding, or whether there was some
local variation of the stress pattern during the second folding. This
can best be tested by graphical statistical analysis of the attitude of
shear planes (e.g. fracture cleavage) produced during the second fol
ding (cf. WEISS and lVIclNTYRE 1957). If the stress pattern was uni
form over the whole area, these planes in stereographic projection
should have a common intersection corresponding to the intermediate
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principal stress direction. Any scatter of the intersections would
be a measure of the variations in the stress pattern. In the Sokumvatn
Area the data is inadequate to draw definite conclusions, but the
scatter of the fracture cleavage plane intersections does suggest
considerable variation of the stress pattern.
Age relations of the fold episodes

It is fundamental to the structural interpretation developed in
the preceding sections that the falding which produced the Sokum
vatn Synform is later than the major overfolds on E.N.E. \V.S.W.
axes and has refolded them. In some other areas double fold systems
haw been separated into two fold sets of different ages (e.g. R�:vrs.� Y
l 058), b ut in others again the two fold sets are believed to have been
formed virtually simultaneously (e.g. KrKG and RAsT 1955). In the
Sokumvatn Area there is good evidence that the two fold episodes are
distinctly separated in time. The second episode does indeed involYe
falding on two directions at right angles when a larger area is consi
dered but only one direction is important in the Sokumvatn area.
·-

STRUCTURAL STYLE

marked difference in structural style between the first and
second falding can be recognised both in the major and the minor
structures which have been described. The main points of contrast
are summarised here.
The major overfolds of the first falding were isoclinal and recum
bent befare the second falding. They are each confined to a single
major lithological unit and important slides occur between the units.
The Sokumvatn Synform, on the other hand is a relatively open
structure with an inclined axial planc, and involves b o t h the major
lithological units. This is itself indicative of a less plastic deformation
at a higher structural level.
The first minor folds in the pelitic schists are isoclinal with an
axial plane schistosity. The associated quartz and mica fabrics are
homotactic, showing an 'ac' girdle normal to the fold axes and linea
tion. The second minor folds however are generally apen and the
earlier schistosity is parallel to the fold form. A new axial-plane
fracture cleavage or schistosity sometimes develops in the second
A
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falding. The associated quartz and mica fabrics tend to be heterotactic,
only the mica girdle being clearly related to the second falding.
The first minor folds in the marbles are isoclinal like those in the
schists, and both limbs of the folds are long (fig. 7f) . The second minor
folds however are open, and therc is a marked contrast between straight
long limbs and highly puckered short limbs ( fig. Sa and b) .
These characters all indicate that the second falding was much
less plastic than the first. It is concluded, therefore, that the two fold
sets were formed under distinctly different physical conditions. The
latter cannot be due to difference in place, since the second fold
structures are actually superimposed on the first. It follows that the
different conditions imply a considerable difference in time between
the two fold episodes.
GRANITE EMPLACEMENT

The early trondhjemitic granites, described from the Marmor
Yalley emphasise the difference in time between the two fold episodes.
They were emplaced essentially after the first folding as planar
intrusions parallel to the axial-plane of the Sokumfjell Fold. Subse
quently they were boudined; and dragfolds were produced on their
margins during the second falding.
The rocks of the Gneissic Group display various stages of meta
somatism, so that the anorthite content of their plagioclase varies
from over 40% to less than 15 %. The rocks of the Marble Group
show a sequence of granite veins from early trondhjemitic granites
(with andesine) to late microcline rich granites (with acid oligoclase).
Thus it may be inferred that during the granitisation the composition
of the introduced material was becoming progressively more potassic,
and the temperature was falling. Even the most potassic granites
have occasionally suffered some deformation and it seems likely there
fore that the second falding took place at a considerably lower tempe
rature than the first falding which preceded the emplacement of the
trondhjemitic granites.
MINERAL PARAGENESES

Ackermann's detailed studies of the mineral parageneses bear out
the hypothesis of falling temperature during the granitisation (perso
nal communication) . The lowest temperature mineral to develop is
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tale in dolomitic marbles which had developed diopside at the height
of the Regional Metamorphism. This tale is sometimes deformed by
fracture cleavage. Thus it appears that deformation continued to a
very late stage in the sequence of granitisation and mineral develop
ment. However, it seems unlikely that the second folding as a whole
can have taken place so late in the sequence. In some pelitic schists
sillimanite forms a lineation1 parallel to the intersection of bedding
and fracture cleavage, and clearly it has developed during or after
the development of the second folds. Metasomatic sillimanite has been
described (e. g WATSON 1948) and its stability relations are still inade
quately known, but present evidence suggests that its growth implies
at lea st a moderately high temperature of metamorphism, whatever
the pressure (e.g. CLARK et al., 1957).
It is clear that the three main lines of evidence cited above all
support the contention that the two main fold episodes took place
under different conditions and were clearly separated in time, though
no stratigraphic dating can yet be offered. The second folding took
place in a different stress field and probably at a lower temperature
than the first folding. Possibly also the hydrostatic pressure was
materially different. An uplift with a reduction of hydrostatic stress
after the first folding would help to account for the falling tempe
rature and might also produce conditions suitable for the invasion
of t he area by the plexus of granite veins.


.

.



Later movements

A number of small late faults has been recognised in mapping the
Gneissic Group. These are about vertical and trend approximately
N.E.-S.W. The biggest fault which runs from the S.W. corner of
Sokumvatn to Langvatn has an apparent downthrow of about twenty
metres to the S.E. The other faults may have apparent throws either
to the S.E. or N.W. but the sense of movement becomes more con
sistent if they are regarded as wrench, rather than as normal , faults.
Almost all the faults then appear to be dextral (fig. 12).
The interpretation as wrench faults is strengthened by the fact
that prominent vertical shear joints with the same trend are devel
oped in numerous late granite, pegmatite and quartz veins (fig. 12).


l

Sillimanite (fibrolite) of an earlier generation is also present in these rocks.
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In same of the pegmatites west of Fellvatn the muscovite is orientaced
in bands parallel to these shear joints, almost at right angles to the
trend of the dykes. Thus it seems that the last phase of movement
represented by the faults and shear joints was contemporaneous with
same of the last stages of crystallisation in the pegmatites.
The faults are also parallel to one of the most important master
joint directions in the area, and many of the master joints must be
regarded as incipient shear surfaces. In some vertical exposures single
steep joint partings in the marbles have been seen to pass into granite
boudins as sets of closely spaced shear joints with slightly different
attitude to the parent joint. Other master joints, however, are related
to the fold geometry. South-west of Fellvatn, the two sets of master
joints at right angles may be regarded as 'ac' and 'be'. The 'be' joints
are not strictly parallel to the measured first fold lineations and they
may be related to the suggested second falding on N.E. axes rather
than to the first falding. North of Sokumfjell prominent master joints
are clearly 'ac' to the second falding. The joints have not been studied
in detail in the field, but many other sets occur as well as those parallel
to the master joints recognised on aerial photographs. They can aften
be tentatively correlated with the movement picture of ane or other
of the episodes of deformation, but their age is generally in doubt.

Concluding discussion
The main conclusions of the preceding sections are briefly reiter

ated here:
(l) There have been two main episodes of folding and a later minor
episode of faulting in the Sokumvatn Area.
(a) an earlier more plastic deformation producing recumbent
isoclinal folds on E.N.E.-W.S.W. axes. The Staburfjell Slide Zone
allowed the Marble and Gneissic Groups to behave independently.
(b) a later less plastic deformation on approximately N-S axes,
producing the Sokumvatn Synform which involves both the Marble
and the Gneissic Groups. The present sheet dips are largely dependent
on this episode.
(c) a non-plastic deformation producing N.E.-S.W. trending
wrench faults.
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(2) All the major overfolds, viz. the Bjørnhatten, Harefjell, Sokum
fjell and Fiskevatn Folds were produced by the first folding. Their
present plunges result from rotation in the Sokumvatn Synform during
the second folding.
(3) :Niinor structures have been produced in both fold episodes.
( a ) in the gentle western limb of the Sokumvatn Synform most
of the minor structures belong to the first period of folding and are
parallel to the major fold axes.
(b) In the steep eastern limb of the Sokumvatn Synform most of
the minor structures belong to the second folding and are not relatecl
to the major overfolds. They vary greatly in direction because of pre
existing variations in the structures on which they were super-imposed.
(4) The episodes of deformation are distinctly separate in time.
The first folding took place at the height of the regional metamorphism
and before most of the granite emplacement. The second folding took
place at a lower temperature after the emplacement of the soda gra
nites; and the non-plastic faulting probably occurred during the last
stages of consolidation of potash pegmatites and quartz veins.
A map illustrating the main features of the structural interpre
tation is given in fig. 11, and sketch sections across the area, based
on this interpretation, are given in fig. 2. The E�W sections (A�D)
are drawn roughly parallel to the axes of the first folding. They do not
therefore, cut the first fold closures and they indicate the form of the
Sokumvatn Synform produced in the second folding. The other sec
tion is drawn normal to the axes of the first folding and roughly
parallel to the axes of the secol!d folding. It therefore shows clearly
the first fold structures.
It is not yet possible to correlate to the rock units and structural
history here described with those recognised by KAUTSKY (1953) for
the Sulitelma region, but some general comments may be made.
KAUTSKY (1946) clearly regards the Sokumvatn Area along with most
of the surrounding areas as part of the Large Seve Nappe which
he suggests has been thrust hundreds of kilometres from the west over
the Swedish Foreland. He recognises that in Norway the thrusting
has been followed by a folding, producing domes and depressions,
associated with remobilisation of the Basement granites. This folding
can be reasonably correlated with the second folding of the Sokumvatn
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_-\rea, which has produced the Sokumvatn Synform and which is asso
ciated with granitisation. KAUTSKY (1947, p. 108) also believes, how
enr, that it is this granitisation which has made the relatively plastic
folding possible, and that, before the folding, the structural pattern
was the same on both sides of the Norwegian frontier. This view is
clifficult to accept. The main thrusting of the Large Seve Nappe in the
Sulitelma area was a non-plastic post-metamorphic deformation in
volving mylonitisation. In the Sokumvatn Area, on the other hand
the seconcl folcling was precedecl by an even more plastic syn-meta
morphic cleformation with the production of isoclinal overfolds. This
fir�t folding could be correlated with the post-metamorphic thrusting
in the Sulitelma area by making the reasonable assumption that a
single phase of deformation was affecting different metamorphic
environments. But this is probably too simple a view. KAUTSKY (1953)
has ';hown that the Large Seve Nappe is made up of a number of
smaller units which had a complex metamorphic and structural history
before the Large Seve Nappe as a whole was thrust over the Akkajaure
Complex. :VIuch more work is therefore needed before any clefinite
conclusions can be drawn. In the meantime the \Hiter is reluctant
to accept the view that the Sokumvatn area is part of a great far
travelled nappe.
Comment may also be made on the absence, in the Sokumvatn
.-\rea, of pronounced linear structures parallel to the local movement
direction. Linear structures normal to the geosynclinal margin and
regarded as 'a' lineations appear to occur consistently along the whole
length of the Caledonian geosyncline in Norway. Often the ev idence
appears quite conclusive (KVALE 1948, 0FTEDAHL 1948). It seems
likelv that such 'a' linear structures are characteristic of the thrust
zones near the margins of the geosyncline where the basement is not
far below. The thrusts, with which the 'a' structures are associated, are
usually planar, post-metamorphic dislocations. The Sokumvatn Area,
on the other hand, is representative of a different structural environ
ment in the central zones of the geosyncline. The slides are syn
metamorphic, and the minor structures associated with them are b
structures. In the writer's opinion, therefore, there is not necessarily
any conflict between the interpretation advanced here for the Sokum
,·atn Area and those advanced for other areas in Norway.
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Plate 1. General Geological Map of the Sokumvatn Area.

